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The timing and duration of photosynthetic activity (i.e. photosynthetic phenology), plays an important role in the
terrestrial ecosystem carbon cycles and is substantially affected by climate change. However, because the diffi-
culties of accurately manipulating field CO2 and temperature, the limited spatial coverage and vegetation species
coverage, till present our knowledge about the photosynthetic phenology shifts and its associated environmental
drivers are still limited.

Here we follow a novel approach and develop our study on the unexplored opportunities offered by cities,
the area most manipulated by humans. Our approach is based on the simple consideration that plants in cities
are exposed to higher temperatures (because of the heat island effect) and CO2 concentrations (because of the
large CO2 emissions) than in the surrounding rural areas. Therefore, plants in cities are experiencing today the
climate and atmospheric composition that will occur in nature several decades ahead. Building on this evidence,
by making innovative use of recent high-resolution retrievals of vegetation sun-induced fluorescence (SIF) and
atmospheric CO2 from satellite platform (OCO-2), we explored how the differences in environmental conditions
between the urban and the neighbouring rural areas are impacting vegetation photosynthetic phenology in 880
cities, used as “natural laboratories” spread across the whole Northern Hemisphere.

We found that vegetation photosynthetic activity began earlier (−5.6 ± 0.7 days), peaked earlier (−4.9 ±
0.9 days) and ended later (4.6 ± 0.8 days) in urban conditions than in neighboring rural areas. Interestingly
the shift in the phenology of photosynthesis proved to be 2–4 folds larger than that in leaf phenology typically
observed and reported in the literature. And surprisingly, these anomalies are not merely caused by climate
warming but also, and more significantly, by the CO2 enrichment, especially for the autumn phenology. Then we
used these sensitivities to project phenology shifts under four RCP climate scenarios, predicting that vegetation
will have prolonged photosynthetic seasons in the coming two decades.

This observation-driven study, using urban laboratories, demonstrates the high sensitivity of photosynthetic
phenology to both daytime temperature and atmospheric CO2, and predicts a substantial extension of the
photosynthetic season in response to future climate change across the Northern Hemisphere. Ultimately, these
experimental findings of actual vegetation responses to future conditions will provide important constraints to
earth system models and shed new light on the increasing terrestrial carbon sink. This study also indicates that
the realistic urban environments can provide a promising way for vegetation physiological studies based on SIF
observations.


